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Ramble On         

Exeter and District Group Newsletter – October 2018    
From the Chair                                                                                                                      
First things first: the group’s Annual General Meeting will take place on Wednesday 7th 
November, at The Globe, Fore Street, Topsham starting at 7.30pm. I look forward to seeing 
you there. 

Our guest speaker will be Rachael Rowe, author of a number of walking guides including 
“Walks for All Ages – Devon”. Whether you are a Sunday walker, short walker or now less 
active but still support Ramblers aims, Rachael’s talk - “How to get people walking” - is likely 
to be of interest. See you there! 

Before the meeting starts Louise Winstanley will again be running a Bring and Buy stall. This 
has proved popular with members over the past couple of years and has contributed 
significantly to Group funds – so why not use this as a chance to “move on” something that 
may not have been your cup of tea, but could well attract interest from rambling friends.....     

Our Christmas Lunch is being held at The Merry Harriers on Saturday 8th December – fuller 
details on page 9. 

This is the last time I will ‘fill this slot’ as I will be standing down at the AGM after 4 years in 
the chair. I have enjoyed doing the job but believe it is time for a change. I will continue to 
contribute in other ways, and of course to carry on walking with the many friends I have 
made through our group’s activities.  

I hope you enjoy the accounts of recent walks and trips members have been on.                                                                                              
Les Bright       

Diary date                                                                                                                            
The 50th Devon Area Annual General Meeting is fixed for Saturday 9th February, and will be 
in the Upper Gatehouse at Dartington Hall. It is hoped that Kate Ashbrook, Ramblers Chair 
will agree to be the guest speaker. As ever the formal business is preceded by a walk. 
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Anyone for skittles?                                                                                                           
The Skittle Alley at The New Inn, Broadclyst has been booked for Friday 9th November at 
7.30pm. There will be a buffet, a good selection of beers and an evening of various skittles 
games, which will be competitive but above all fun - and there will be some prizes for 
success and failure! The cost will be £5.00 per person. However, numbers will be limited to 
20 - to book your place/pay contact me by e-mail or on a walk John.Owl@btopenworld.com                                  
John Howell  

 “Big Walk 2” – Saturday 1st September                                                                                           
New Bridge to Ivybridge – heading south from 712733 to 634558 – how exciting is that! 
Well, to start with we all met at Ivybridge, and if anyone had the time a coffee, pan-au-
chocolat and an early sit-down was available at the Watermark café. It was an ideal start 
having such excellent plumbing on tap so to speak. 

As the minibuses drove us North along the A38 to our jump-off point at New Bridge, we all 
noted that we were driving for what seemed a long time – past the Buckfastleigh turn-off 
eyebrows began to get raised – how far were we walking back!? 

At New Bridge (98m asl) – we in the ‘Sensible Walk’, led by Alan (Fletcher) with back-marker 
Les (Bright), waited for the dust to settle behind the ‘Fast’ walkers. The broadleaf woods 
along the Dart are always a pleasure to walk through, and it was not hard to maintain this 
appreciation as all twenty-nine of us made our way uphill along old track ways to Holne 
(~190m asl). It was warmer and more humid than expected, and when we had an early 
break at Holne to get the Two Moors Way passports stamped, some walkers succumbed to 
a very early ice cream indeed. We also had caught up with the ‘Fast’ group – always a 
pleasure! Our route which was very up and down then took us to Scorriton, but it was not 
until we were well along a long gentle climb, with the Moor ahead, did we have our 
scheduled coffee break by Chalk Ford. Looking around it seemed that between us quite a 
heavy load of bananas had been brought.  

It was a well-planned stop by Alan and Les, because the ensuing slopes seemed very long 
and taxing towards the higher Moor (~430-460m asl). In fact, there was a case of 
dehydration amongst the walkers, which made the long ascent very difficult until they had 
taken on much more water. This did the job, and were back to an optimum ‘sensible’ speed 
from then on.  

Our midday break was very welcome – so welcome that some walkers found that they had 
lunch time guests – ticks; it is not always wise to sit in long grass by a wall where sheep 
probably hang out. Again, it was another good stopping point because our lunch had a little 
time to settle before the steepest rise of the day after crossing the clapper bridge, on our 
way to the top of the Moor and the tramway. 

mailto:John.Owl@btopenworld.com
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Crossing Huntingdon Clapper Bridge after lunch 

Here, Colin, who had definitely walked the extra mile, met us with restorative jelly babies. 
The remaining good few miles were composed of a gently undulating moorland landscape 
with many interesting viewpoints of Plymouth Sound, which never really seemed to get 
much closer. The weather was perfect with sunshine removing any excess humidity – but 
the tramway was very hard on the feet and in fact this part of the walk was tedious to all. It 
was encouraging for our Big Walk jaunt that we met several couples walking in the opposite 
direction who were following the Two Moors Way – one couple actually holding the guide 
book.  

Our ‘sensibly’ fast pace of course soon brought us to our turn off downhill towards 
Ivybridge, and all our feet breathed a sigh of relief as we hit turf! Once arrived, a good few 
of us enjoyed the liquids supplied at the Watermark’s bar. Proper rehydration and debrief is 
always the best end to a walk. Lastly, I think we have been spoiled by the organisers of the 
two Big Walks employing the focal point of Ivybridge and its facilities, and local minibus 
services. Well done to them.  

How will we fare with Big Walk Three in 2019!?                                                                              
Richard Macphail  

The Mighty Menhirs – August 2018 (the ‘long hot summer’?)                                                                                                              
This was in no way a ‘moderate’ walk as it was rich with instructive information concerning 
sites positioned on a remote and bleak Dartmoor landscape, exposed walkers to Bronze Age 
alignments, explored a 2011 film set, and was partly improvised due to heavy rain. Our walk 
leader Bob Pond suggested we commence by moving our cars as there had been sustained 
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downpour and it would be tricky crossing the Plym; Linda Blyth volunteered in her wellies to 
test the depth of water on higher ground for car parking.  

We were ten intrepid walkers zipped up for drizzle, we headed towards Legis Tor where in 
this area of Dartmoor there are the remains of many rabbit warrens. Bob showed us a 
granite vermin trap, which would have avoided detection but for his research and 
knowledge no one without prompting was able to guess at its function.  

Warrens usually include a series of purpose-built breeding places, known as 
pillow mounds and buries, vermin traps and enclosures designed to contain 
and protect the animals, and living quarters for the warrener who kept charge 
of the warren. The vermin trap immediately south west of Legis Tor is 
considered to be the best preserved example on Dartmoor, forms part of the 
nationally important Legistor Warren and contains information relating to the 
exploitation of rabbits in the Upper Plym valley .* (Historic England) 

We continued to Ditsworthy Warren House, which like West Coombe Farm (Mariner’s Way) 
is one of the strangest and most intriguing buildings on the moor. The first documented 
evidence of Ditsworthy appeared in the Court Rolls of 1474 as Durkesworth(y) and later 
shows that warrening was taking place there in 1676. I was most fascinated by the remains 
of the farmhouse and outbuildings with the extensive stone enclosure behind the house 
known as ‘Kennel Court’, here the earlier warreners built small cave-like structures into the 
walls in order to shelter their dogs. I had never seen anything like it and without Paul 
Nuttall’s information would not have guessed that the three granite kennels which will last 
until Doomsday were intended for dogs. Stephen Spielberg reinvented the house as 
Narracott Farm for his film War Horse. 

 

While the majority of the party enjoyed a relaxed lunch on a knoll, Bob, Gill McPhail and 
others concerned, searched for a crossing over the swollen Plym, watched by the picnickers.  
We continued to Drizzle Combe where there are three stone rows dating from the Bronze 
Age with large cairns at the uphill end and massive terminating standing stones at the 
downhill end, one of these being the tallest standing stone on Dartmoor, the Bone Stone. 
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Bob’s knowledge of Hartor Tor and Eylesbarrow Tin Mine was invaluable to understand the 
workings in the landscape on the way back, as what appears to be stone rows are evidence 
of streaming and open cast mining active during the first half of the 19th century. 

It is a joy not only to explore Dartmoor sites in such company but a privilege to be guided by 
Bob who had taken time on our behalf to recce and gently provide a greater understanding 
of the terrain we walked through dating from 3500 years ago to the present.                           
Jane Price 

A FREE EVENT!                                                                                                                
We could still squeeze you in....... to our Walks Leaders Event, with buffet lunch, for new 
and experienced walks leaders, taking place at Exeter Community Centre, St Davids Hill on 
Saturday 27th October.  

The main focus will be around the preparation for leading a walk, what you need to do 
beforehand, during the walk and a successful finish. 

The format of the day will be indoor morning session lasting for round two hours. There will 
then be a buffet lunch provided to revitalise the mind and body.  After about an hour’s 
break there will be an outdoor session, also lasting for around an hour, where some 
practical skills which you have learned during the morning will be put into practice.  Contact 
John Howell or Les Bright if you would like to join us. 
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No 12 in the series: “Things seen while out walking in the south west”  

 

‘Elf ‘n’ safety gone mad? 

Our Partnership with Ramblers Worldwide Holidays                                                                                                                        
For inspiration and information about holidays explore the RWH website: 
www.ramblersholidays.co.uk for lots of exciting ideas. 

Remember, if you book a holiday, to quote the name of our group – Exeter and District - 
and we will then receive a contribution of £10 per person on UK holidays, £20 per person on 
short haul holidays, and £30 per person on long haul holidays. This is proving to be a 
valuable source of income to our group. 
 

http://www.ramblersholidays.co.uk/
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A Tale of a Sail?                                                                                                                                         
Margaret and I are just back from a one week cruise, starting from Liverpool called “The 
lochs of Scotland”. We felt committed to going to two of our home nations but in practice 
we went to all four! So how did this happen? 

The Welsh connection happened as the train route from Bristol to Birmingham suddenly 
crossed the Severn to Newport and waited there for a while before travelling very slowly 
along the west side of the Severn up to Gloucester (now an hour late). We just missed the 
first Liverpool train in Birmingham and the next one was cancelled as the driver did not turn 
up (now two hours late). Bad traffic in Liverpool and we just managed to get on Black Watch 
before it sailed. 

A bit misty and windy the next day as we cruised among the Inner Hebrides. Saw two white 
tailed sea eagles one of whom went very close to the ship and also saw a pod of porpoise. 
Went up Loch Dunvegan (Skye) while the resident Piper on the ship (not us) played 
appropriate music. On the other hand the captain was talking about three ex hurricanes 
coming our way and the likelihood that we could no longer safely moor at Ullapool and 
Tobermory. Not good news as we had the maps, GPS and boots all ready for a walk around 
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Ullapool and across Mull and this is the second time in 15 months that this has happened. 
Mr Grumpy impersonations etc. 

The first stop was Orkney. We improvised a walk across the mainland of Orkney, going to 
the highest point on the island and then cutting across to Scapa Flow to find the memorial 
to the sinking of HMS Royal Oak in 1939. A simple museum housed in half of a Coastguard 
shed told the story. Around 850 sailors were lost; just a number but also a list of 850 names 
was given and for each a telegram and grieving. 

On the next day we moored at Invergordon and had a short walk around Rogie Falls and 
noticed that we were only 35 miles from Ullapool. With more thought we could have hired a 
car. Went to Strathpeffer afterwards, an ex spa town but with around a dozen hotels 
offering an excellent base for touring this part of the Highlands. Castle Leod (MacKenzie 
stronghold) is close for those who are Outlander fans. Saw seals on the way back to the ship. 
Wind now starting to get up as the ship headed north to get through the Pentland Firth and 
pass Cape Wrath before the weather got really bad. 

The next day (Wednesday) was stormy with gale force 9/10 achieved in the afternoon. No 
access to the decks, portholes covered up and a range of services withdrawn. Our cabin was 
amidships and on deck 7 and the spray went way above the level of our balcony. For fans of 
bad weather at sea, there is pitching, rolling, the corkscrew and the big drop, sometimes all 
happening together! At one point we were very close to the island of Lewis and Harris (for 
shelter); further south and south of Barra we were rolling much more. That evening the TV 
showed details of a white cruise liner that had to be evacuated near to Greenock and hoped 
that this was not to be our fate. 

The next port of call was….Greenock, and we woke up tied to the quay and we learned the 
story of the White Liner and what happened the day before. It had been tied up but a wind 
gust of 97mph tore away a huge metal bollard out of the concrete quay and part of the ship 
started to move away from the quay, heeling over until two tugs came to help. Stories then 
became confused; either passengers were ashore and could not got on board or they were 
evacuated, but the ship went out into the Clyde estuary empty until the winds reduced. The 
passenger walkway ended up in the water and also a fork lift truck but the driver was able to 
jump to safety. 

We managed to do a lovely but windy walk in the hills south of Greenock, called the Greenock Cut 
walk. A taxi to Overton, then a walk over the hills to two man made reservoirs (the larger is called 
Loch Thom), then a walk back along the gradient along the Greenock Cut ( a leat). The views here, 
looking north across the Clyde estuary to the Highlands, were spectacular. Then walked back to the 
ship. 

No Ullapool nor Tobermory but Belfast was the replacement location. We walked around the city 
(called the Victorian city in a recent TV programme) and then headed out to the Titanic experience 
which was even better than the one we had seen in Cherbourg. In part of the display you sit in a sort 
of cable car that takes you through the Harland and Wolff shipyard as Titanic is being built. 

Good journey back on Saturday, including Newport again Found that Devon had been warmer, drier 
and sunnier than up north. At least up to Saturday. Tobermory and Ullapool next year?                                                                                      

Colin Piper 
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Christmas Lunch at the Merry Harriers, Westcott, nr Cullompton 

Saturday 8th December                                       12.30 for 13.00 

Name: .............................................................Telephone:............................... 

 
Starters 

 
Cream of Chestnut and Butternut Squash Soup with a warm granary baguette (V) 

 
Chicken, Cranberry, Brandy and Port Pâté with warm toast 

 
Breaded Brie Wedges, redcurrant jelly and salad garnish (V) 

 
Creamy Garlic Mushrooms on Toast (V) 

 
Mains 

 
Roasted British Turkey Crown with Pork Sausage, Bacon, Apricot and Sage Stuffing and ‘Pigs 

in Blankets’, served with Crispy Roast Potatoes, Winter Vegetables, gravy and Cranberry 
Sauce 

 
Medallions of Pork Tenderloin served with a creamy cider and apple sauce, pork 

sausagemeat, Rösti potatoes and mashed swede and carrots 
 

Roasted Red Pepper and Broccoli Lasagne, garlic bread and salad (V) 
 

Salmon Filo Pastry Parcel - Salmon topped with buttered leeks and cream cheese, wrapped 
in filo pastry and served on a creamy tomato and white wine sauce with butter glazed 

potatoes and green beans  
 

Desserts 
 

Christmas Pudding & Mince Pie 
 

Chocolate Yule Log 
 

Crème Brûlée with shortbread and fresh fruit 
 

Trio of Lovington’s Ice Creams 
 

Tea, Coffee & Crackers included 
 

2 Courses £15.00, 3 Courses £19.00 (V) = Suitable for Vegetarians 
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Please enter your name and telephone number at the top of the previous page, tick the 
items you require and return it to 

Anne Clarkson, 186 Pennsylvania Road, Exeter EX4 6DZ together with your payment            
(2 Courses £15.00 per person, 3 Courses £19.00 per person) by 23rd November.  Please make 

cheques payable to Mrs P A Clarkson 

 

 

 

 

 

The rest of this page is intentionally blank so that you can return 
this sheet, marked with your choices and accompanied by a 

cheque. 
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Woods, water and wilderness                                                                                          
As ‘satisfied customers’ of Ramblers Walking Holidays Jane and I set off for Portugal with 
great expectations (hopes that is, not a copy of the Charles Dickens novel) – and we were 
not disappointed. 

“Portugal’s Northern Highlights” combined two one-week holidays – the first based on the 
country’s Emerald Coast, in the seaside town of Ancora, followed in the second week by a 
trip into the interior for the “Wilderness Parks of Northern Portugal” where we stayed in 
two different locations. The seaside holiday consisted of walks at two grades – 4 and 6 - with 
the higher grade attracting a bigger group of walkers. Whatever the grade the sun shone, 
the sea looked inviting and the villages intriguingly appeared to be deserted - although a 
warm welcome awaited us whenever we found a cafe open, after all walkers have a mission 
to contribute to the local economy by slaking their thirst with coffee, beer or soft drinks! 

And when we had finished walking the meals were uniformly good, whether taken in the 
hotel or in one of the local restaurants which our leader had arranged for us. It was clear 
that in addition to his well-honed walk leadership skills he had extensive knowledge of the 
range and variety of places to eat, and had established good relationships with them 
through coming back with groups over a number of years. On our first ‘day off’ many of us 
took the 8.30am train to Valenca from where we walked across the bridge over the Rio 
Minho to arrive in the Spanish town of Tui with its cathedral, lively street market and 
interesting architecture. Yes, that’s right the ‘rest day’ had an early start just like a walking 
day, but given the intense heat it made sense to get out early, and return early too, to take 
the shade within sight and sound of the Atlantic ocean. 

When the time came to transfer to Castro Laboreiro we enjoyed a fabulous journey into the 
mountains and spent the next three days walking contrasting routes that Mark had 
developed from the hotel. One of them took us out onto moorland, dotted with gorse and 
heather where we spotted a chain link fence separating Portugal from Spain. This fence 
seemed to be at odds with the idea of free movement and ‘soft borders’, but it had 
apparently been erected by local hunters to prevent wild boars getting away from them. 

Our final transfer saw the luggage leaving in a minibus and 18 walkers setting off on foot to 
make the journey to Peneda our walk for that day (on what might otherwise have been our  
‘rest day’). It was an incredibly varied walk that took us through woods, beside a river and 
over a mountain pass to arrive at our accommodation – once a hostel for pilgrims coming to 
the impressive sanctuary church above it – now an elegant hotel, with a first class chef. 

The walking from this location was more challenging, once again taking us through small 
villages where only cats – and barking dogs – made themselves known, and residents stayed 
in the shade. As ever we did our best to support the local economy! 

It is just too obvious to say that a walking holiday turns on leadership, but there’s no 
denying that the knowledge, skill, enthusiasm for the country in which he has lived for more 
than 20 years, and his grasp of the language means that Mark ensures that a good holiday is 
not just possible, but guaranteed.                                                                                                                        
Les Bright 
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Ramblers Association: Exeter & District Group Committee 2017 -18 

President  Colin Piper                                                                                                                             

Chairman                                                                                                                                                 
Les Bright 01392 424696 lesbright1@btinternet.com                                                                         
Hon Secretary                                                                                                                                                    
Chris Parks 07814167079 izzdog11@hotmail.co.uk                                                             
Treasurer                                                                                                                                               
Colin Piper  01404 234994 ColinJPiper@aol.com                                                                                                                     
Walking Environment Officer                                                                                                         
John Howell john.owl@btopenworld.com                                                                                                                                                                                            
Walks Secretary                                                                                                                              
Richard Clarkson  01392 411694  randa12779@gmail.com                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Footpath Officers                                                                                                                                  
Susie Jackson Susie.mj267@gmail.com                                                                                                         

Bob Pond pondlife05@hotmail.co.uk                                                                                    
Membership Sec                                                                                                                                     
Jenny Worsfold 01884 821805 jenworsfold@tiscali.co.uk                                                         
Welfare Officer                                                                                                                                     
Anne Clarkson 01392 411694 randa12779@gmail.com                                                         
Newsletter Editor                                                                                                                                        
Les Bright as above                                                                                                                       
Members “without portfolio”                                                                                                           
John Kingdom john@thekingdoms.co.uk                                                                                          
Shelagh Orrell orrell2000@icloud.com  

A Gin....and tonic - for Walkers                                                                                     

Ramblers has been encouraging walkers to do urban walks as well as enjoying the pleasures 
of the countryside. I felt that there was the opportunity to achieve this aim by visiting 
Plymouth for a walk and incorporating having a drink, another pleasure enjoyed by many of 
the Group’s members. Plymouth is one of those places that many Exonians will only admit 
to visiting under duress and, recall the intense sporting rivalries: City v Argyle and Chiefs v 
Albion over the years. Many view Plymouth as a grim place to visit, however, scratch the 
surface and you may be amazed at the interesting places you will see along five miles of the 
Waterfront Walk. 

At the end of September 17 of us visited the historic Plymouth Gin Distillery which is 
probably the oldest site where the famous drink is still produced. We enjoyed a tour of the 
distillery, learned a little about history, the distilling process, and finished with a tasting of 
‘original’ Plymouth and Sloe Gin. After lunch on the Hoe in the shadow of Smeaton’s Tower, 
and in sight of the historic light house which stands seventeen miles out to sea on the 
Eddystone Rock  that could be clearly seen in the wonderful autumn light. 

The walk took in many places of interest, including the 15th century St Andrew’s church 
destroyed in the Blitz, which remains as a memorial to the significant damage suffered.                                                                                                                    
John Howell     Ed’s note: Thanks John, it was a really good day! 
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